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ISAIAH 4 TRANSLATION & OBSERVATIONS 

1.  Seven women will seize one man on that day saying, “We will eat our [own] bread,1 we will wear our 
[own] clothes; if only your name would be called over us.2 Take away our disgrace.”3 

a.  w,qyzixvhew::  HIPHIL WCP 3cp qzx (to seize, take hold of)4 

b. r$m)l':  QAL INF CONS rm) (to say, speak) + l; prefix 

c. lk')$n:  QAL IMPF 1cp lk) (to eat, devour) 

d. #$b@fl;ni:  QAL IMPF 1cp #$bl (to wear, clothe) 

e. )r'q@fyi:  NIPHAL IMPF 3mp )rq (to be called) 

f. P$s)v:  QAL IMPTV ms Ps) (to gather, take away, relieve someone of, exterminate) 

2. In that day, the shoot/branch of ADONAI [Messiah] will be beauty and glory, and the fruit of the land5 
majesty/exaltation and beauty for the escaped remnant6 of Israel. 

a. hyeh;yi\:  QAL IMPF 3ms hyh (to be, become, happen) 

3. It will happen [that]  the one remaining in Zion and remaining in Jerusalem, “holy”7 will be said of him; 
every one written for life in Jerusalem.8 

a. hyfhfw::  QAL WCP 3ms hyh (to be, become, happen) 

b. r)f#$;n@iha:  NIPHAL SUBSTANTIVAL PTC ms r)#$ (to remain, be remnant) +   @ha def. article prefix 

c. rtfwOn@haw::  NIPHAL SUBSTANTIVAL PTC ms rty (to remain, be remnant) +   @ha def. article prefix + 

epexegetical w: conjunctive 

d. rme)fy':  NIPHAL IMPF 3ms rm) (to be called, be said to be) 

e. bw,tk@fha:  QAL PASSIVE PTC ms btk (to be written) +   @ha def. article prefix 

4. If the L-rd would cleanse the moral filth9 of the daughters of Zion, then He will rinse the bloodstains of 
Jerusalem from her innermost part; by a spirit of judgment and by a spirit of burning/consuming. 
a. Cxarf:  QAL PF 3ms Cxr (to cleanse, wash, bathe)  

b. xAydiyf:  HIPHIL IMPF 3ms xwd (to rinse, symbolically wash) 

c. r('\b@f:  PIEL INF. ABSOLUTE r(b (to burn, consume) 

5. ADONAI will create over all the place of Mount Zion and over its convocations a cloud by day and smoke, 
and brightness of fire – a flame by night; for glory [will be] a chuppah (wedding canopy) over everything. 

a. )rfbfw,:  QAL WCP 3ms )rb (to create)  

6. A sukkah (booth) will be [there] by day for shade from heat, refuge and cover from storm and from 
rain.10 

a. hyeh;ti@:  QAL IMPF 3fs hyh (to be, become)   

                                                             
1 Note that as in 3:1, the word used for “food” here is Mxele (bread) rather than the broader, usual word for food (lke$)).  This 

choice contributes to the sense of irony that a nation with two cities named “House of Bread” (Beth-lehem) will have no bread 
in 3:1, and “bread” will develop into an Isaianic theme as the book progresses. 
2 In Hebrew, “calling your name over” someone is an idiom for declaring a covenant relationship (i.e. marriage) with them. 
3 “Disgrace” here refers to the humiliation in the Ancient Near East (ANE) associated with women who are unmarried and 
childless.  It was uncommon for a woman to remain single beyond age 14 or 15. 
4 The base meaning of this verb in the Qal is to be(come) strong, to overpower, or to be courageous; but in the Hiphil stem, it 
means to take hold of or seize.  This work will give the specific field of meaning for the stem used. 
5
 The phrase “the land” (Cre)fhf) often serves to represent the Jewish nation.  Images of “restored crops” as a metaphor for 

restored Israel are common in the prophetic writings (cf.  Isa 30:23-24; 32:20; Jer 31:12; Ezek 34:26-29; and Amos 9:13-14). 
6 The term “escaped remnant” here probably refers to the Believing Jews who survive the “Time of Jacob’s Trouble” (the 
Tribulation Great), this passage depicting the day of the return of Messiah to establish His Millennial Kingdom. 
7
 The meaning of “holy” is “set apart for service to G-d.” 

8 The image here is of a city registrar who keeps record of the citizens of his town.  “Jerusalem” here is probably the heavenly 
counterpart of Jerusalem, the “Jerusalem” of G-d’s dwelling.  
9
 This word (h)f$c) is used elsewhere by Isaiah to mean vomit and excrement; here it may be taken as either or both, used 

metaphorically in reference to the attitude represented by the list of status signs given in Isaiah 3:18-24. 
10 The words for “storm” and “rain” enjoy considerable semantic domain overlap and likely function here as a hendiadys. 
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